Peripheral Lymphocytes, Obesity, and Metabolic Syndrome in Young Adults: An Immunometabolism Study.
Obesity is characterized by a low-intensity chronic inflammatory process in which immune system cells interact in a complex network, which affects systemic metabolic processes. This raises interest in analyzing possible changes in the proportions of immune system cells in individuals with obesity with and without metabolic syndrome (MS), in relation to their body composition. Circulating cells were analyzed with flow cytometry in young adults: monocytes, granulocytes, lymphocytes (T, B, and natural killer [NK]), TCD4+CD62-, TCD8+CD28-, and naive and memory cells of TCD3+ and TCD4+. Body composition was obtained by bioelectrical impedance analysis and dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry, and metabolic parameters. A total of 169 persons were evaluated: 20% presented normal body mass index (BMI); 49% was overweight, and 31% had obesity; 28% had MS. It was observed that with an increase in BMI and visceral adipose tissue increase (VATI), body composition and biochemical variables were negatively altered. With regard to cell subpopulations, total lymphocytes increased and granulocytes and NK lymphocytes decreased in patients with MS and VATI. Memory cells increased with BMI and VATI. In individuals with MS, monocytes, and NK lymphocytes comprised a negative association with VAT, fat mass, and skeletal muscle mass (SMM). In individuals with MS and VATI, a negative correlation was observed between monocytes and SMM. Significant changes were detected in the subpopulations of lymphocytes, suggesting that weight gain, SMM, and VAT accumulation gave rise to immunological changes at the peripheral level, and the presence of increased memory cells could be related to low-intensity chronic inflammation.